
CRYPTO POOLS
AVERAGING 3-6% MONTHLY RETURNS*
Gain DAO is a series of tokenized, crypto-denominated 

Pools, which are actively traded by community elected 

Pool Managers. Pool Managers deploy advanced trading 

technologies to grow the Pools by an average of 3-6% 

monthly*. Anyone can join a Pool by purchasing the 

corresponding native token associated with the Pool.

ETHER POOL
This Pool is a collection of Ether denominated accounts, held 

with regulated brokers, and audited daily by a third party.

HARVESTING FUNCTIONS 
Facilitates the conversion of GAIN to Ether, without 

affecting the price of GAIN on the open market or 

incurring slippage. All harvested GAIN tokens are 

burned, creating strong deflationary pressure.
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ensures GAIN maintains its status 

as a true, full reserve token.
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Pool Managers
Pool Managers are tasked with growing the Pools through algorithmic 

trading in various financial markets, increasing the redeemable rate of 

GAIN tokens.

Harvesting Token Burn
GAIN token holders have the option to Harvest their GAIN tokens for 

Ether at the end of each month. This process burns 100% of the GAIN 

tokens harvested. This benefits the token holders who do not Harvest, 

by reducing the redeemable GAIN tokens through deflation. 

New pool participants
As the Pools fill, the value per GAIN token increases in a linear fashion 

from 3000 GAIN per 1 Ether to a 1:1 ratio. Every new participant joining 

the Pool pays a less attractive rate than the previous person, creating a 

positive impact on the redeemable rate of GAIN.

GAIN VALUE PROPOSITION

TOKENOMICS

All GAIN tokens 
to ever exist are 

held in an audited 
Distribution Contract 

Tokens are only 
released when they 

are exchanged
for Ether

100% of the Ether 
collected from the 

Distribution Contract is 
sent to the Ether Pool

This distribution occurs 
in a linear fashion from 
3000 GAIN per Ether to

 1 GAIN per Ether.

ATTRIBUTES

ROUNDS

 1% of total supply at 3,000 GAIN per Ether.

Capped at 20% of total supply. Rate between 2,900 GAIN per Ether and 2,400 GAIN per Ether.

Linear progression of GAIN tokens sold from 2,400 GAIN per Ether to 1 GAIN per 1 Ether.

SEED ROUND

PUBLIC SALE

PRIVATE SALE

AUDITED AND TRANSPARENT

• ALL GAIN DAO CONTRACTS AUDITED
• POOL MANAGERS TRADING HISTORY AUDITED AND VERIFIED (BETA, ETHER POOL)
• GAIN DAO TEAM MEMBERS FULLY DOXXED

ROADMAP

ONBOARD QUALIFIED
POOL MANAGERS

LAUNCH NEW POOLS WITH DIFFERENT 
BASE ASSETS; I.E. BITCOIN AND DAI
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https://www.linkedin.com/posts/zokyo_gaindao-sc-audit-zokyoio-activity-6890309011984445440-nxI2
https://www.myfxbook.com/members/Cornerstone1/gain-dao-beta/7670587
https://www.myfxbook.com/members/GainDAO/gain-dao-ether-pool/9566732
https://gaindao.io/#TEAM
http://www.gaindao.io
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